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Abstract

Seismic velocity discontinuities are commonly found within the upper 100 km of the mantle lithosphere, with great
variability in their depth, lateral extent, and the polarity of velocity jump. Among the more commonly observed is
the ‘80 km’ or Hales discontinuity, identified in a variety of tectonic environments, and sometimes associated with
seismic anisotropy. Teleseismic receiver functions for Global Seismographic Network station RAYN on the eastern
edge of the Arabian Shield contain a strong converted-phase PHs that we believe arises from the Hales discontinuity
at the depth of 70 km. On the basis of the polarization, azimuthal behavior and frequency dependence of PHs, we
characterize the Hales discontinuity as marking an upper boundary of a zone of depth-dependent anisotropy within
the upper mantle. The RAYN receiver functions indicate a similar zone at the crust-mantle transition at 40 km.
Forward modeling in simple one-dimensional anisotropic models indicates that the receiver functions require, assuming
hexagonal anisotropy, an inclined symmetry-axis with N–S strike. In our preferred model there are two anisotropic
zones bounded, respectively, by the sharp Moho and the Hales discontinuities on the top. Smooth gradients of
anisotropic properties extend beneath the discontinuities. Within both zones the anisotropic symmetry axes, indicative
of systematic fabric in the olivine-dominated upper mantle material, are oriented along the N–S direction (±10°),
and are tilted from the vertical 50° toward the south. We propose that these regions of coherent fabric within the
upper mantle represent shear zones developed during late Proterozoic continent–continent collision, when the Ar-Rayn
tectonic block underwent northward ‘escape’ along the northern flank of the Najd fault system. © 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction refraction seismic profiles as an inflection of the P
and S traveltime curves at 500–800 km offset

The Hales discontinuity, one of several weak (Hales, 1969; Hales et al., 1975; Fuchs and Vinnik,
interfaces in the upper mantle, is observed intermit- 1982; Pavlenkova, 1996), it also can appear as a
tently at depths between 60 and 100 km, and has reflector beneath the Moho in continental regions
uncertain origin. First noted in active-source (Benz and McCarthy, 1994; Bellefleur et al., 1997).

ScS reverberations (Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991),
S-to-P conversions that precede various teleseismic
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tions (RF) (Bostock, 1997, 1998; Sandvol et al., Paleozoic. Section 4 discusses possible geotectonic
models for this behavior. Section 5 summarizes1998) indicate that the Hales, or ‘80 km,’ disconti-

nuity is widespread globally, in both continental our conclusions.
and oceanic regions.

Mantle discontinuities in the 50–100 km depth
range have been variously attributed to the petro- 2. Geotectonic setting: central Arabia
logic transition from spinel peridotite to garnet
peridotite (Hales, 1969), anisotropy from localized The Arabian–Nubian shield (ANS) was assem-

bled in the late Proterozoic (900-600 Ma) at theshear zones (Fuchs, 1983) and shallow low velocity
zones (Benz and McCarthy, 1994) speculatively climax of the Pan-African orogeny (Stoeser and

Camp, 1985; Abdelsalam and Stern, 1996; Berhe,caused by pervasive partial melt (Thybo and
Perchuc, 1997). Noting that the Hales discontinu- 1997), a clear example of the ‘plate tectonic’ style

of continental accretion (Stern, 1994). The ANSity beneath the Canadian Slave province appears
as a sharply bounded layer of width 10 km, consists primarily of several distinct ‘juvenile’

crustal terranes from the late Proterozoic, iden-Bostock (1998) proposes a hybrid model of local-
ized shear developed within Archean oceanic crust tified as either oceanic plateaus or island arcs

(Ibrahim and McCourt, 1995; Abdel-Rahman,as it undergoes the gabbro-to-eclogite phase trans-
ition during shallow subduction. Bostock’s model 1995; Stein and Goldstein, 1996), often bordered

by ophiolites. Evidence of some Archean crust hasfor the Hales, if applicable generally in continental
regions, would validate the slab-accretion model been found on the southern edge of the Arabian

peninsula (Windley et al., 1996; Whitehouse et al.,for the formation of continental lithosphere (e.g.
Abbott, 1992), as it would imply that buoyant 1998), suggesting continuity with the Mozambique

belt to the south. Bentor (1985) identifies fourtrapping of shallow-subducting slabs by the retard-
ation of the gabbro-to-eclogite phase transition stages of volcanism preserved in the shield that

can be related to a Wilson orogenic cycle: emplace-(Sacks, 1983) is pervasive in the Earth’s tectonic
history. ment of mafic rocks associated with a growing

ocean basin (starting at 900 Ma), the formation ofTo determine whether the Hales has one pri-
mary cause in continental regions, or develops via andesitic island arcs (up to 640 Ma), felsic batho-

lith formation upon continental collision (640–a number of mechanisms, the discontinuity must
be imaged in a variety of geotectonic settings. In 600 Ma), and post-orogenic alkaline volcanism

(600–540 Ma). The patchwork of Proterozoic ter-this paper we study its behavior beneath the
Arabian Shield, using seismic records from 85 ranes was overprinted with a N–S trend of volca-

nism in its western half during the late Cenozoicevents recorded at station RAYN (Ar Rayn, Saudi
Arabia) of the Global Seismographic Network (Camp and Roobol, 1992). During the Proterozoic

postorogenic stage, the convergence of a continen-(GSN). Teleseismic RFs (Langston, 1981; Kosarev
et al., 1984; Ammon, 1991; Gurrola et al., 1995) tal fragment from the east led the crust of central

Arabia to develop the Najd fault system ofoffer a good tool for investigation, as the amplitude
variation of P-to-S converted waves with back NW-trending strike–slip faults to accommodate

E–W compression, while allowing N–S extensionazimuth, particularly on the transverse-horizontal
component, is a clear diagnostic of anisotropy at in the form of an escaping block (Stern, 1994).

Several of the terranes that comprise moderna buried interface (Levin and Park, 1997b, 1998;
Bostock, 1997, 1998; Savage, 1998). Arabia are exposed in the western peninsula, east-

ern Egypt and northeastern Sudan, but the outlinesIn the next section, we outline tectonic contro-
versies concerning the Arabian Shield, as currently of buried terranes can be discerned beneath the

Phanerozoic sediments of the Arabian Platformunderstood. In Section 3 we present RFs for
station RAYN and test models for the Moho and by their geomagnetic signature (Johnson and

Stewart, 1995). Station RAYN (Ar-Rayn, SaudiHales discontinuities, consistent with the existence
of localized shear zones dating from the late Arabia) of the global seismic network is sited on
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Using stacked radial-component RFs for portable
broadband stations in southwestern Arabia,
Sandvol et al. (1998) found a Ps converted phase
from a lithospheric interface below the Moho,
whose depth and prominence vary greatly.
Evidence for a Hales-like interface was not found,
however, from data collected at the future site
of RAYN.

The tectonic history of the Arabian–Nubian
shield is complicated by conflicting evidence.
Global surface wave tomography models consis-
tently place a low-velocity anomaly under the Red
Sea rift (e.g. Zhang and Tanimoto, 1993), suggest-
ing that an upwelling plume currently erodes the
Arabian lithosphere. This interpretation is consis-
tent with uplift of the shield at ~14 Ma and with
petrologic data from late Cenozoic volcanism
(Camp and Roobol, 1992). Igneous rocks erupted
in the ANS since the Precambrian, however, areFig. 1. Location of the Global Seismic Network station RAYN
consistently ‘enriched’ in geochemical tracers, sug-(,) with respect to the regional tectonic features of the Arabian

Peninsula. The tectonic sketch is adapted from Stoeser and gesting no contribution from asthenopheric or late-
Camp (1985). The inset plots shear-wave splitting observations stage plume melting (Stein and Goldstein, 1996).
(see text and Table 2) on the polar diagram as a function of Moreover, geochemical models for trace-element
backazimuth and phase velocity. The arrows are aligned with

transport in the neighborhood of a dehydratingthe fast direction and scaled with the splitting delay. The center
slab suggest that large volumes of metasomatizedof the polar plot shows the range of possible orientations for

anisotropic fast-axis strike within two upper-mantle zones iden- lithosphere beneath Arabia have persisted unal-
tified through RF analysis. tered since the assembly of the shield (Stein

et al., 1997).
Upper mantle seismic anisotropy may reflectan exposed corner of the Ar-Rayn terrane (Fig. 1)

that is now largely covered by sediments. the fossil fabric of the lithosphere and offer clues
to its tectonic history. Elastic anisotropy inFrom seismic refraction studies on the Shield in

central and southwest Arabia (Mooney et al., deformed mantle peridotite can be caused by the
lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of olivine crys-1985; Prodehl, 1985; Badri, 1991), the crust of the

Ar-Rayn terrane is 40–45 km thick and has a tals (Zhang and Karato, 1995). Large shear-wave
splitting (~1 s) from a temporary network ofstrong uninterrupted Moho boundary. This crustal

thickness is consistent with the receiver-function broadband seismometers in southwestern Arabia
(Wolfe et al., 1999) suggests a uniform N–S faststudies of Sandvol et al. (1998) and Al-Amri

(1999). Rodgers et al. (1999) derived a 36 km axis of anisotropy across several crustal terranes.
A similar uniformity of upper-mantle strain acrosscrustal thickness for the shield from regional sur-

face wave dispersion and waveform modeling. The distinct crustal terranes has been noted by Levin
et al. (2000) for the northeastern United States.surface-wave paths used by Rodgers et al. (1999)

sample the Shield to the northwest of RAYN, In Arabia the fast axis is parallel to the ancient
orogen, in agreement with many orogens globallywhile the refraction lines sample to the southwest,

so this disagreement may be due to lateral (Silver, 1996). If caused by olivine LPO, a uniform
mantle fabric beneath the Arabian shield wouldvariation.

Reflective/refractive boundaries in the upper- likely have formed after its assembly, in a mantle
tectonic event that preserved the heterogeneity ofmost mantle have been suggested by the refraction

studies, but there is weak agreement among them. the surface geology. A broad mantle strain could
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reflect the flow of asthenospheric material to do not follow either of these extremes, and lead
us to an alternate scenario.replace the loss of a thickened mantle root during

postorogenic tectonism (540–600 Ma), as pro-
posed for Tibet (Molnar et al., 1993). Similar
mantle strains could develop from slab rollback 3. Impedance structure of the uppermost mantle
(Willett and Beaumont, 1994), also proposed for
Tibet, or continental delamination, a mechanism We use records of earthquakes at teleseismic

distances observed at RAYN between Januaryproposed for the Basin-and-Range province of
North America by Bird (1979). Strain associated 1997 and July 1999 (Fig. 2). Broadband seismic

data used in this study is collected with a Geotechwith continental rifting is a less plausible cause, as
the splitting fast axes of Wolfe et al. (1999) are KS-54000 borehole seismometer. Observational

conditions at RAYN are exceptionally good, withneither parallel nor perpendicular to the Red Sea
rift. very low ambient noise.

The simplest way to estimate a RF is by spectralBecause shear-wave splitting has minimal depth
resolution, Wolfe et al. (1999) note that present- division, a ratio of Fourier transforms for the

different components: HR( f )=YR( f )/YZ( f ) andday drag at the base of shield would also fit their
data. Progressive replacement of continental litho- HT( f )=YT( f )/YZ( f ). Here YZ( f ), YR( f ) and

YT( f ) are the Fourier spectra of the vertical, radialsphere by a southward-migrating plume since
14 Ma (e.g. Bonavia et al., 1995) might also pro- and transverse seismic components, respectively.

An inverse Fourier transform converts spectral-duce the required mantle strain and anisotropy.
Bonavia et al. (1995) argue that the late Cenozoic domain RFs HR( f ) and HT( f ) into a prediction

filter of Ps scattered waves. RFs are typicallyRed Sea plume may be responsible for mafic
underplating of the ANS crust, which is evident contaminated by the ‘scattered’ wave field, the

portion of the P-wave coda that arises fromin both the 1980s refraction surveys and in regional
surface wave modeling (Rodgers et al., 1999).
Another option is that mafic underplating occurred
during postorogenic uplift as shield formation
concluded, as a consequence of erosive uplift,
delamination or loss of a thickened mantle root
(Meissner and Mooney, 1998).

How can a study of the Hales discontinuity
beneath a single broadband seismometer in central
Arabia help resolve these issues of tectonic history?
No definitive answer is likely, but different models
lead to different predictions. At one extreme, if the
Bostock (1998) Slave-province model for the Hales
applies to Arabia and the lithosphere has truly
remained undisturbed since terrane assembly, one
might expect an anisotropic layer with an E–W
fast axis to match the fossil E–W vergence of
Proterozoic slabs. At another extreme, if aniso-
tropic mantle fabric beneath the ANS is due
entirely to recent plume activity, the Hales discon-
tinuity may be absent altogether. Alternatively, it
might mark the boundary of a region where aniso-
tropic properties are at variance with the deeper Fig. 2. Distribution of the 85 earthquakes (#) used in the RF
mantle strain. analysis. The global polar projection is centered on station

RAYN.The inferences that we draw from RAYN RFs
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multiple scattering and conversion in a strongly quakes falling within backazimuthal bins 10° wide,
heterogeneous crust (Abers, 1998). In this study with 50% overlap, so that each observed earth-
we apply a new RF-estimation technique (Park quake influences two adjacent bins. Contributions
and Levin, 2000) that uses multiple-taper spectral to the bin average from individual earthquakes are
correlation estimates instead of spectral ratios. The weighted by the inverse variances of RF estimates
multitaper algorithm has two distinct advantages. (Park and Levin, 2000). Similarly, Fig. 3(B) was
First, it estimates the RFs HR( f ) and HT( f ) only created by averaging frequency-domain RFs from
from the portion of the horizontal motion that is earthquakes in overlapping 10° epicentral distance
correlated (in a narrow frequency band) with the bins, using earthquakes with backazimuths 45–
vertical motion. Second, the relative proportion of 115°. Fig. 3(B) shows that for a chosen range of
uncorrelated horizontal motion, as quantified by directions the initial 10–12 s of the transmissivity
the spectral coherences CR( f ) and CT( f ), is used response are consistent throughout the range of
to estimate the uncertainty of HR( f ) and HT( f ). source-receiver distances.
(High coherence implies low uncertainty.) These Fig. 4 presents RF stacks computed in narrow
uncertainties can be used to weight RF-estimates backazimuth ranges for a variety of cutoff frequen-
from different earthquakes when estimating a com- cies. To create a stack, frequency-domain RFs
posite, or ‘stacked’, RF in the frequency domain. from a chosen backazimuthal range are bin-
There is no formal uncertainty estimate for the averaged with epicentral distance, and converted
time-domain multitaper RF, but an informal into the time domain. The composite time-domain
assessment can be made from the acausal part of RFs are stacked, resulting in a single time series.
the RF, that is, the amplitude of HR(t), HT(t) for The eastern stack [Fig. 4(A)] is computed from
t<0. In our experience with real data, the coher- data from backazimuths 75–105°, while the west-
ence between horizontal and vertical motion in a ern stack is computed from data from backazi-
P coda is highly frequency dependent, and the muths 255–285°. The time-trace RFs in Fig. 4 are
pattern of frequency dependence can vary greatly

used as data in forward modeling efforts discussedfrom event to event. Therefore the use of uncer-
in the following section.tainty-based weights in multiple-record RF estima-

A strong phase, designated PMs, is seen at 4.7 stion is important.
on average. The phase is prominent in the high-In the frequency domain, RFs with associated
frequency response, which suggests that it is associ-uncertainty estimates can be developed usefully up
ated with a first-order discontinuity in impedanceto f=3–5 Hz, even for teleseismic body waves
structure. It arrives roughly at the same time fromwhose frequency content is dominated by f<1 Hz.
all backazimuths, and has no significant moveoutIf we assume a 0.125 s km−1 slowness difference
with epicentral distance. This phase is explainedbetween P and S waves and maximum resolution
well by a planar interface at depth. On the basisf=4 Hz, one can hope for a 1 km half-wavelength
of timing we associate this phase with the crust–resolution of interface width. Park and Levin
mantle interface.(2000) show that Ps converted phases from the

The transverse component of PMs is prominentMoho beneath the GSN station ARU (Arti
between backazimuths 25° and 120°, and, with anSettlement, Russia) approach this nominal reso-
opposite polarity, between backazimuths 220° andlution. We are able to extend the common practice
290°. A two-lobed pattern like this in the absenceof RF analysis, by employing teleseismic phases
of a prominent tilt on the interface indicates thatlike PKP and Pdiff in addition to direct P phases,
seismic properties on at least one side of theto bolster the azimuthal coverage and to extend
interface are anisotropic (Levin and Park, 1998).the range of phase velocities observed.

Another phase, designated PHs, arrives between
6 and 8 s. The radial component of this phase is3.1. Observations
most prominent if the spectrum of the RF is
limited at 1 Hz. The transverse component con-To create images in Fig. 3(A) we formed

averages of frequency-domain RFs from earth- tains considerable energy at frequencies up to
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Transmissivity response images (RFs) computed for RAYN (Ar-Rayn, Saudi Arabia) presented as a function of backazimuth
(A) and as a function of epicentral distance (B). Data used include direct P, PKP and Pdiff phases observed between spring of 1997
and summer of 1999. RF spectra are limited at 1 Hz. Epicentral-distance plot includes data from the backazimuthal range 45–115°.
Phases PMs and PHs are identified by arrows. Note the polarity changes in the transverse RFs between eastern and western directions.
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Fig. 4. Waveforms of composite RFs computed by stacking all RFs within narrow backazimuthal ranges for a variety of cutoff

frequencies. The eastern stack (A) includes data from backazimuths 75–107°; The western stack (B) includes data from backazimths
255–285°. PMs is clear in all frequencies on both radial and transverse components, while PHs is primarily seen on the transverse
component. At the lowest frequency RFs, PHs arrives from the west 0.3 s earlier than from the east (see also Fig. 5). Time-alignment
of PHs is better at high frequencies.

2.0 Hz (Fig. 4). Also, the transverse component polarity reversal between backazimuths 150 and
220°, and again between backazimuths 320 andhas more azimuthal continuity than the radial,

which is poorly resolved between backazimuths 30°, very similar to the behavior of PMs.
Reverberations from interfaces at midcrustal90° and 200°. Both the timing and pulse shape of

the PHs phase vary with backazimuth; arrivals depths may arrive within this 4–10 s time window,
but are unlikely to contain two-lobed transverselyfrom the west are earlier and more complex

(Fig. 5). Note that differences in PHs timing are polarized energy that is as strong as that observed
here (Levin and Park, 1998). Also, where themore prominent at longer periods (Fig. 4). The

transverse component of the PHs undergoes a phase is seen well [Fig. 2(B)] it displays modest
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1997a,b). Although some dip of the seismic inter-
faces is possible, the radial portions of PMs and
PHs are too small for the transverse-polarized
signals to be caused strictly, or even largely, by
out-of-plane refraction from a dipping interface.
Instead, we interpret the transverse RFs to be
caused by anisotropy, which we model as having
hexagonal symmetry. Waveforms obtained by
stacking all RFs within a narrow backazimuthal
bin are treated as ’data’ to be fit through trial-
and-error forward modeling. We utilize systematic
backazimuthal variations within the RAYN RFs
to guide our choice of forward modeling
parameters.

We computed reflectivity seismograms for upgo-
ing compressional pulses arriving from backazi-
muths 90° and 270° with phase velocity of
20 km s−1 (~24° incidence angle within the

Fig. 5. Difference in timing of the transverse component of subcrustal lithosphere). We estimated RFs from
PHs observed from opposite (east and west) directions. The RFs

these synthetics to compare with data-derived RFs.are lowpassed at 1 Hz.
Using results from active source work studies
(Mooney et al., 1985) as a guide, we constructed
an isotropic velocity model for RAYN that cap-negative moveout with increasing epicentral dis-

tance, as would be expected from an upgoing tures the major features of the long-period RFs
(Fig. 6). Radial RFs may be fit with a three-layerconverted phase. On the basis of its backazimuthal

provenance and epicentral distance moveout we crustal model containing a thin low-velocity layer
on top, a mid-crustal interface at 21 km, and theinterpret this phase as an upgoing Ps conversion

from an impedance contrast ~70 km deep. Moho at 41 km (Table 1). Other velocity models
for Arabia derived from the RF techniqueFollowing Bostock (1997), we associate the PHs

phase with the Hales discontinuity. (Sandvol et al., 1998; Al-Amri, 1999) and surface-
wave dispersion analysis (Rodgers et al., 1999)Complexity in the pulse shape of the PHs at

higher frequencies (Fig. 4) suggests that Hales tend to confirm that the lower 20–25 km of the
crust has relatively high seismic velocity.‘discontinuity’ is in fact an anomalous region,

either centered at 70 km depth or simply having The low-velocity surface layer must be thicker
on the western side to yield the prominent negativeits most prominent feature there. In addition to

the phases discussed so far, a transversely polarized pulse seen on radial RFs there. At first glance this
behavior is counterintuitive, since the sediments ofphase of opposite polarity appears between the

PMs and PHs phases when low-pass values of 1 Hz the Arabian Platform lie to the east of RAYN.
However, the low-velocity layer most likely corres-and below are used. This phase disappears in the

2.0 Hz RF. In the following section we explore a ponds to a combination of sediment cover plus a
weathered interval of the basement rocks. Therange of possible models that would replicate this

behavior. positive pulse in synthetic-derived RFs at 9 s is a
multiple reverberation from the midcrustal (21 km)
interface in our model. Its absence in data suggests3.2. Modeling
that the upper crust under Ar-Rayn has structural
complexity that defocusses this multiple pulse.To model our observations we employ reflectiv-

ity calculations in one-dimensional horizontally- Observed RFs vary greatly with backazimuth
in the time window between 2 and 3 s [Fig. 3(A)],stratified anisotropic structures (Levin and Park,
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transverse RFs within this time window are less
clear than in the case of PMs and PHs, especially at
higher frequencies. Badri (1991) identified strong
mid-crustal features, potentially with significant
dip, along the refraction line crossing the Ar Rayn
terrane. Since strongly dipping interfaces and lat-
eral heterogeneity can also generate transversely-
polarized Ps conversions, we chose not to model
Ps scattered energy prior to PMs in terms of flat-
layered anisotropic features.

As discussed above, patterns of azimuthal varia-
tion in the transverse components of PMs and PHs
are likely a consequence of anisotropy. These
patterns may be simulated with reasonable fidelity
by introducing anisotropy on the order of 5% at
velocity contrasts located at 41 and 72 km. Fig. 7
displays a transmissivity response predicted for the
model (discussed in detail below) with two aniso-
tropic zones. To reproduce the two-lobed nature
of the observed pattern under the assumption of
hexagonally-symmetric anisotropy we use symme-
try axes that are tilted 50° from the vertical. We

Fig. 6. Synthetic radial RFs (thin lines) computed in simple chose to use anisotropy with a fast axis, as would
isotropic models (Table 1) that reproduce general features of be appropriate for LPO in olivine-rich mantlethe eastern and western RF stacks (bold lines). All waveforms

peridotite (Zhang and Karato, 1995). In the exam-are lowpassed at 0.5 Hz. The near-surface low-velocity layer
ple shown we restricted the symmetry axes ofmust be thicker on the western side to yield the prominent

negative pulse seen in the western RF stack. The positive pulse anisotropy to share the same N–S strike.
in synthetic-derived RFs at 9 s is a multiple reverberation from Qualitatively similar fits to data may be obtained
the midcrustal (21 km) interface in our model. Its absence in if the symmetry-axis azimuth of either mantle layer
the data suggests that structural complexity of the crust above deviates by 10°.it defocusses the multiple pulse.

A difference in PHs timing between eastern and
western stacks (Fig. 5) may be accommodated byTable 1
decreasing the depth of the velocity contrast fromVertical profile of seismic properties consistent with radial RFs
72 to 68 km while keeping velocity values fixed.at RAYNa
Given the tradeoff of velocity and depth in RF

Depth Vp Vs r modeling a similar effect could be achieved by
(km) (km s−1) (km s−1) (g cm−3)

altering the ratio of P and S wave velocities as
well. However, note that the sharpest features of1.2/2.8 5.0 2.85 2.2

21 6.3 3.7 2.7 PHs in the highest frequency RF stacks align well
41 7.0 4.0 2.9 in time. The frequency dependence of the time
72 8.15 4.7 3.1 mismatch (Fig. 4) suggests that the Hales disconti-
2 8.3 4.8 3.3 nuity itself may lie at a fixed depth, but that the

surrounding vertical gradients in velocity anda Isotropic velocity and density values for RAYN model.
Values in the first column define lower boundaries of model anisotropy have some azimuthal variation.
layers. Top layer is thicker for western observations In observed transverse RFs both PMs and PHs

have distinctively one-sided pulse shapes that are
where one would expect arrivals from mid-crustal either positive or negative depending on backazi-
interfaces, and much transversely polarized energy muth. P-SH converted waves with such pulse

shapes are expected when mode conversion takesis seen. However, the azimuthal dependence of the
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Fig. 7. Transmissivity response image for a model containing anisotropic zones that extend downward from the Moho and Hales
discontinuities (cf. Fig. 8). Computations were performed for a compressional pulse arriving from a set of regularly-spaced backazi-
muths with a phase velocity of 20 km s−1. Spectrum of synthetic-seismogram RFs is limited at 1 Hz. Phases PMs and PHs are identified
by arrows.

place at an isolated first-order velocity discontinu- anisotropy strength on depth. Gradational changes
in anisotropy are implemented as sequences of 20ity. Since conversions from the top and bottom of

a thick anisotropic layer would have opposite thin layers for each gradient. Orientation of the
anisotropic axis stays fixed throughout thepolarities (Levin and Park, 1998), we model PMs

and PHs as arising from independent anisotropic sequence. In Model B the axis tilt is identical to
Model A (south on top, north on the bottom). Infeatures. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate a range of models.

We show computations only for the eastern back- Model C both anisotropic zones have the symme-
try-axis tilting from the vertical 50° toward theazimuth, for comparison with Fig. 4(A).

Reversing the backazimuth of an incident wave- south. In Model D the anisotropy-axis in the top
zone tilts to the north while the axis in the bottomform would lead to reverse polarity on the

transverse component. Clearly, the long-period sequence tilts to the south. It should be noted that
the direction of symmetry-axis tilt depends on thebehavior of the RAYN RFs is captured fairly well

by all models. However, expanding the spectrum choice of anisotropy type. Levin and Park (1998)
show that mirror-image patterns of P-SH conver-of synthetics to 2 Hz, we can see significant differ-

ences in the predicted waveforms. sions are obtained when the sense of anisotropy
(fast or slow along the axis) is reversed. For ModelModel A contains two layers of anisotropy,

with opposite directions of axis tilt from the verti- D the top layer of anisotropy falls within the crust,
where anisotropy with a slow symmetry-axis iscal (50° toward the south in the upper layer, 50°

toward the north in the lower layer). Models B likely (e.g. due to fine-layering — see Levin and
Park, 1997a). For slow-axis symmetry in the crust,and C employ linear gradients in anisotropic inten-

sity, and Model D has a quadratic dependence of a tilt to the south would match the observations.
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complex, symmetry. We feel that our knowledge
of how mineral fabric develops in deformed perido-
tite does not yet justify such additional complexity.
The one-sided nature of PMs and PHs favor aniso-
tropic zones that are bounded by a one sharp
mantle-fabric gradient and one gradual mantle-
fabric gradient. The values of parameters in our
preferred Model C are not constrained tightly by
our forward modeling exercise using RFs from
eastern backazimuths, particularly the precise
thickness and functional dependence of anisotropy
gradients within the inferred shear zones. For
instance, in Model D the anisotropic gradient
beneath the Hales discontinuity is steeper than
Model C, and this alteration changes the PHs pulse
to resemble better the RAYN RFs from western
backazimuths.

Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of anisotropy strength in the models we
tested against RAYN RFs. Velocity and density values are
shown in Table 1. Coffee-bean symbols show the orientation of 4. Discussion
symmetry-axis of anisotropy, and the resulting distribution of
velocity, within each zone. Symmetry-axis tilt (from the verti-

The transverse RFs at station RAYN implycal ) toward the south is indicated by a symbol that tips to
sharp gradients in depth-dependent anisotropy inthe left.
the shallow mantle, at the Moho and at the Hales
discontinuity. The Hales ‘discontinuity’ beneath
RAYN may actually be a =20 km anisotropicOn the basis of qualitative comparison of

Figs. 4(A) and 9 we believe that Model C yields zone, a conclusion also reached by Bostock (1998)
for the Slave Province of Canada. Previous con-synthetics that behave most like the observed RFs.

The secondary pulses that develop at high fre- verted-phase studies, which typically involve longer
period body waves, may have had insufficientquency in models A and B are too large. Model

D leads to pulses of the wrong polarity before resolution in depth to distinguish a finite zone of
enhanced mantle fabric from a sharp discontinuityPMs and after PHs, which are also larger than those

seen in the data. The azimuthal pattern for RFs in material properties. Asymmetry in the RF pulses
at 1–2 Hz suggest that the upper boundary of eachcomputed from Model C is shown in Fig. 7. The

transverse component pattern is very similar to shear zone is sharp, and the lower boundary
gradational. A similar depth dependence in aniso-that on Fig. 3(A). Since the model was developed

to match observations from the east, the radial tropic strength was inferred by Bostock (1998) for
the Slave Province, so the Hales ‘discontinuity’component does not replicate a strong negative

pulse seen in the western part of the observed nomenclature may be still be appropriate, as long
as it refers to the top of the zone. The inferredpattern. It does show a broad positive arrival at

the PHs time, which is similar in behavior to the symmetry axes of the anisotropy strike N–S, in
general agreement with the fast shear wave direc-intermittent phase in Fig. 3(A).

What aspects of the forward modeling should tion inferred by Wolfe et al. (1999) for the Arabian
shield on the basis of SKS splitting.be believed? A tilted axis of symmetry, striking

roughly N–S, is required to match the two-lobed To check this relation between our RF analysis
and the deeper structure we compiled records ofpolarity of PMs and PHs in the context of hexago-

nally-symmetric anisotropy. We did not explore SKS waves from RAYN with high S/N ratio, well
distributed in backazimuth and with considerableanisotropic models with orthorhombic, or more
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Table 2
Results of shear wave splitting analysisa

Event Latitude Longitude Depth BAZ Distance Fast direction Delay
(yyyy.jdy.hr) (°) (°) (km) (°) (°) (°) (s)

1997.141.14 −20.44 169.29 57.0 98.2 128.1 48.3 0.74
1997.142.08 18.68 −101.60 70.0 319.9 126.9 4.9 0.64
1997.168.21 51.35 −179.33 33.0 26.3 95.4 153.4 0.66
1997.187.10 −30.06 −71.87 19.0 248.7 124.4 19.5 1.19
1997.245.12 3.85 −75.75 199.0 287.5 116.6 – –
1997.332.23 −13.74 −68.79 586.0 266.2 117.5 23.4 0.77
1997.351.05 51.19 178.87 20.0 27.2 94.8 128.1 0.70
1997.356.02 −5.49 147.87 179.0 90.2 103.5 53.9 0.39
1998.010.08 14.37 −91.47 33.0 307.7 123.4 176.1 0.32
1998.030.12 −23.91 −70.21 42.0 255.5 121.7 30.4 1.09

a Earthquake locations determined by National Earthquake Information center of the US Geologic Survey. Fast direction values
are clockwise from north.

energy in the passband comparable to that of RFs regional tectonic boundaries (Fig. 1). The nearly
N–S orientation seen from the west samples the(~1 Hz). The latter consideration is significant, as

frequency dependence of SKS splitting observa- region beneath the Najd faulting system. SKS
phases from the east probe the upper mantle undertions have been both observed and predicted theo-

retically (Marson-Pidgeon and Savage, 1997; the Ar Rayn block, which is of distinct tectonic
origin, and may have been less affected by theSavage, 1999). We found 10 suitable SKS phases

in RAYN records from 1997 and 1998. Results of Najd faulting. However, it should be noted that
some form of multilayered anisotropy could alsoshear-wave splitting analysis utilizing a crosscorrel-

ation technique (Levin et al., 1999) are presented lead to our observations, and can not be excluded
on the basis of this sparse dataset.in the inset of Fig. 1, and in Table 2. SKS phases

arriving from the west and northwest yield fast The variability in SKS observations suggests
that the shear-wave splitting signal does not arisedirections close to N–S (note also a ‘null’ measure-

ment at backazimuth 287°), while phases arriving solely from the asthenospheric drag at the base of
the continental plate, one of the hypotheses enter-from the northeast and east clearly do not.

Assuming that the anisotropy that splits SKS tained by Wolfe et al. (1999). At the opposite
extreme, if all mantle shear were restricted to liephases resides in the upper mantle [i.e., below

Moho and above 400 km, see Silver (1996)], the above the Hales discontinuity, in a layer ~30 km
thick, the anisotropy required to generate ~1 sregions affecting SKS phases (incidence angle in

the upper mantle ~10°) arriving from opposite birefringence in SKS phases would exceed 10%. In
our preferred model for the RFs, anisotropy isdirections (E and W ) are separated by 50–150 km.

Lateral variability in lithospheric strain beneath restricted to =20 km thin shear zones and is ≤6%.
Synthetic SV pulses propagated upwards throughthe Hales discontinuity is a likely explanation,

perhaps related to the terranes composing the our preferred velocity model exhibit no more then
0.1 s of splitting. We conclude that additionalregion, especially in view of the NNW strike of

Fig. 9. Synthetic seismograms for various anisotropy-depth profiles within the mantle lid (indicated by letters, cf. Fig. 8). Computations
were performed for a P wave incident from the east, for comparison with Fig. 4(A). Velocity profile used in all computations is
presented in Table 1. The 2 Hz RFs for Model C provide the best match to the one-sided pulses on the RAYN RFs from eastern
backazimuths. A modest alteration in the anisotropic gradient beneath the Hales discontinuity in Model C, to resemble the Model
De gradient, changes the PHs pulse to resemble better the RAYN RFs from western backazimuths.
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mantle fabric with N–S orientation resides in the We note, however, that the three-dimensional kine-
matics of oblique subduction and terrane accre-lithosphere beneath the Hales.

The relation between the tectonic history of tion, the presumed mechanism for the assembly of
the Arabian shield, are not known in detail. It isArabia and our velocity/anisotropy profile for the

RAYN RFs is not uniquely constrained. A corre- possible that an eclogitized oceanic crust, possibly
under the influence of subducted volatiles, couldspondence between the Hales and a buried eclogi-

tized oceanic crust (Bostock, 1998) cannot be ruled act as a detachment zone for the trench-parallel
motion of an accreted block.out completely, but two facts discourage this

interpretation: We propose an alternate scenario in which shear
concentrations at the Hales and Moho boundaries1. the N–S trend of the anisotropic symmetry-axis

at the Hales is perpendicular to the presumed were guided by a depth-dependent rheology within
the lithosphere (Fig. 10). Metamorphism of itsE–W vergence of terrane accretion in the late

Proterozoic; and bounding ophiolites suggests that the Ar Rayn
terrane accreted to the Arabian Shield at 680 Ma2. both Moho and Hales have indistinguishable

anisotropic trends, suggesting a contemporane- (Al-Saleh et al., 1998) along the Al-Amar suture
zone striking approximately N340°W. Subsequentous deformation event.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram illustrating the development of shear zones within the upper mantle beneath the Ar Rayn terrane of the
Arabian Shield, during an episode of northward ‘tectonic escape’ in the late Proterozoic. Arrows beneath the Moho and Hales
discontinuities indicate the location and direction of lattice-preferred orientation in olivine grains suggested by Model C.
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metamorphism indicates that, near 600 Ma, the zone at the Hales could arise as the scar left by a
departed orogenic root (Molnar et al., 1993) or aregion was affected by another continent–conti-

nent collision further to the east. During the delamination surface (Schott and Schmeling,
1998). However, trace-element studies of Arabianfollowing intracratonic stage, the Najd fault system

developed to the south of Ar-Rayn terrane, striking shield volcanism argue against the contribution of
asthenosphere 600 Ma or younger to post-orogenicroughly N300°W, and accumulated as much as

400 km of left-lateral slip (Davies, 1984). The igneous activity (Ibrahim and McCourt, 1995;
Stein and Goldstein, 1996). The Arabian litho-different strike of the post-orogenic faulting sug-

gests an evolution in mantle deformation. Terranes sphere beneath the Hales may have been remobil-
ized in the aftermath of the continent-continentthat accrete to continents via oblique subduction

tend to slide parallel to the accretion boundary collision, and suffered only a partial removal of
the orogenic root. Turner et al. (1996) appeal toalong transcurrent faults, suggesting simple shear

in the underlying mantle. After suture and amalga- a similar ‘lithospheric thinning’ scenario to explain
the enriched trace-element signature of Cenozoicmation of terranes, the new continental lithosphere

may deform in pure shear in response to the post-uplift volcanism in Tibet.
Layered rheological models were proposed byindentation by a rigid body, for example, as envis-

aged for the present-day collision of India with Chen and Molnar (1983) to explain the lower
crustal seismicity gap of many continental collisionAsia. Under this ‘escape tectonics’ scenario (Stern,

1994), the motion of the Ar Rayn block, ‘riding’ zones, and by Jin et al. (1994) to explain the
existence of two distinct wavelengths of correlatedalong the northern face of the Najd shear zone,

would have been in a direction close to present- ridge-trough gravity and topography variations in
the Tibet region. The stiff mantle lid in Jin et al.day N–S, while the shear zone itself displaced

along a NW strike. A similar geometric relation (1994), responsible for 500 km wavelength spatial
variations in Tibet, is inferred to have thicknesshas been noted at the western boundary of the

Tibetan Plateau, where bounding transcurrent ~40 km, comparable to the thickness of the
Arabian mantle above the Hales discontinuity.faults mediate the eastward motion of the Plateau

(Holt and Haines, 1993), and in central Anatolia, This seismic feature, observed in many continental
regions, may in many instances be a relict of awhich is moving west toward the Aegean Sea in

response to the collision of Arabia with Eurasia thermally-controlled mantle detachment character-
istic of continental accretion processes. A related(Jackson and McKenzie, 1984). Holt (2000) has

noted that the strong E–W anisotropic fast axis in scenario is invoked by Jones and Phinney (1998)
to explain Ps converted energy at 7–9 s delay inTibet, as inferred from SKS splitting (McNamara

et al., 1994; Hirn et al., 1998), aligns with the small-array RFs from the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains. In their scenario, asthenospheric upwellingescape direction of the surface block.

We hypothesize that a relatively strong mantle beneath the mountain range, creeping outward
from the delaminated Basin-and-Range province‘lid’ between the Moho and the Hales discontinuit-

ies migrated northward as the escape-tectonics in the western United States, is largely responsible
for the Sierras’ current topography. Proterozoic‘block’during the last stages of terrane accretion

for the Arabian Shield. The lid would have been stretch marks from similar dynamics may be pre-
served within the shallow lithosphere of thebounded at top and bottom, respectively, by lower

crust and peridotite layers with thermally activated Arabian Shield. The RF study of Sandvol et al.
(1998) suggests a variable depth to an interface inlower viscosity. The lower crust detachment zone

allowed larger blocks of Arabian upper crust to the Hales depth range across the southeastern
portion of the Shield, but does not analyze thedeform along NW–SE trending surface fault sys-

tems. Mafic underplating, however, may have transverse component. Our experience with
RAYN, for which Sandvol et al. (1998) reportederased or obscured any anisotropy associated with

this deformation, aside from the strained layer no PHs phase, suggests that the azimuthal depen-
dence of the transverse RF is a crucial constraintthat we infer just below the Moho. The detachment
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